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CHAPTER I - - . .

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1. The physical context of our investigations

Optical spectroscopy, in particular the study of the position, the strength and

the spectral lines in emission and absorption has always been one of the most-

important sources of experimental information in atomic physics. The variation

of the spectral intensity of an atomic line as a function of frequency, the

lineprofile, contains fundamental information on the radiating atom, e.g. the

lifetime of the levels involved in the radiation process. The movement of the

radiating atom with respect to the observer as well as interactions of the atom

with other atoms or molecules also have their influence on the lineprofile.

When an atom is brought into a radiation field, tuned at an optical transition,

it will absorb and re-emit radiation, called fluorescence. The properties of the

primary radiation field may reflect on the lineprofile of the fluorescence line.

This process is included in the theory of the redistribution of radiation.

In the last few years a lot of theoretical work has been done on redistri-

bution of radiation in resonance or near-resonance with an atomic transition.

In the theoretical model the atom, the incident radiation and the pertuirbers are

treated as one complete system. A number of different cases are treated: intense

or weak fields, monochromatic fields or fields with a broad bandwidth, free atoms

or atoms in perturber bath. At first, a theory was developed for monochromatic

fields by Mollow (1969-1977) [1-4], later extended by others [5-16]. In the case

of intense monochromatic fields a splitting in three components of the spectral

line was predicted by this theory. A number of papers (1369-1975) [17-20] have

reported on the experimental verification of this linesplitting.

Calculations for intense radiation fields with broad bandwidth have at

first (although very briefly) been performed by Cohen-Tannoudji (1977) [21].

Various other authors have discussed the fluorescence of free atoms excited by
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a radiation field with a broad bandwidth (1976-1978) [22-26]. A more general

theory has recently been presented by Nienhuis (1980) [27], in which an expres-

sion is derived for the spectrum of resonance fluorescence for a two-state atom

in 'i perturber bath, excited by intense radiation with finite bandwidth. It pre-

dicts a broadening of the fluorescence lineprofile with increasing intensity of

the broadband radiation, which is referred to as radiation-power brjadening or

power broadening for short. The case of excitation by a monochromatic field or

by a field with a continuous spectrum and the case of free atoms appear as

limiting cases of the more general theory.

Predictions_of the excistence of power broadening have already been presen-

ted by Oettinger (1970) [28],-based on_simple lifetime considerations, which are

only valid in the case of aspectral "continuous excitation source. It is shown

that the increase of stimulated absorption and emission" cause a shortening of

the lifetime of the atomic levels involved in the radiation process. This

shortening of the lifetimes is coupled with a broadening of the width of the

spectral line by the Uncertainty Principle.

The first experiments on power broadening have also been performed (in

absorption) by Oettinger by using a flashlamp as excitation source with a

(quasi-)continuous spectrum. A broadening of the spectral lines of sodium

(excited to high—lying levels) was experimentally indicated. However, it was

shown by calculations of Ya'akobi (1972) [29] that the observed broadening could

not have been caused by the mechanism of potfer broadening, as the spectral inten-

sity of the flashlamp was much too low to observe power broadening in Oettingers

experiments. No other publications about experiments on power broadening are

known to us.

2. The aim of our experiments

Our investigations aim at the verification of the existence of power broadening

in fluorescence, as predicted by theory in the case of a broadband excitation

source. Measurements were performed on a vapour of sodium (Na) atoms in a pre-

mixed H2~02-Ar flame under 1 atm pressure. The easily excited first resonance

(or D) lines of Na were chosen for the observation of power broadening in fluo-

res cence.

There are a number of advantages in using a free-burning flame as a reser-

voir of metal atoms for line broadening experiments:

14



a) The atomic species can easily be introduced, in a reproducible way, into the

flame by nebulizing a solution of the metal salt into the flame. The droplets

of the salt solution evaporate and the molecules dissociate in the reaction

_ _ zone of the flame to release free atoms.

b) Furthermore the flame has no walls that can complicate experiments by reflec-

tion, corrosion or condensation of metal vapour.

c) The density of the absorbing and radiating atoms is low compared to the per-

turber density (so only interactions with foreign atoms or molecules need

to be considered). - -

d) The homogeneity in temperature, in density of metal atoms and of perturbers

in the observed part of the flame may be assumed.

A disadvantage of using a flame-is the presence-of perturbers and the rela-

tively large Doppler broadening (caused by the velocity.distribution"of the

atoms) at the high temperature of the flame. Anyway, collisional and Döppler-

broadening of the Na-D lines in flames have been thoroughly investigated in our

laboratory and these effects are therefore well known. In order to reduce the

effect of quenching of the fluorescence radiation we chosed argon as diluent gas

in our flame; previous investigations in our laboratory have shown that the effi-

ciency of fluorescence was about 0.60 in our flame [30].

As excitation source with a comparatively broad spectral band the beam of

an non-focused pulsed dye laser appeared to be intense enough to cause a

measurable power broadening of the Na-D fluorescence line profiles in our flame.

Focusing of the beam would complicate the interpretation of our experiments,

because of the resulting strong spatial variation of the beam irradiance. However,

the pulsed character of the laser complicates the experiments seriously. The

variation of the spectral irradiance of the laser beam during the pulse brings

about a variation of the line shape of the fluorescence during the i>\ilse. So

time-resolved measurements had to be performed. On the other hand, the pulse

duration of the flashlamp-pumped dye laser was large enough, compared to the

atomic relaxation times, to ensure the applicability of theoretical steady-state

expressions for power broadening.

As it was not possible to measure the fluorescence spectrum of one single

pulse, spectral information was extracted from a large number of pulses, while

scanning a Fabry-Pérot interferometer for spectral resolution. This forces the

usage of a storage device for the fluorescence light pulses. Therefore the expe-

riments were performed under control of a mini-computer system, connected to a

transient digitizer and a floppy-disc device, to digitize and store the spectral

15



information on the time-resolved fluorescence pulses. We investigated first the

spectral bandwidth, the spatial profile and the total power of the laser beam as

a function of time during the pulse (see Chapter IV, remembering that not just

the power, but more specifically the spectral volume density (J-cm~3Hz~1) of the

laser beam determine the width of the fluorescence line profile). From these

measurements we were able to decide if the bandwidth of the laser was large

enough in comparison to the width of the Na-D lines to ensure the applicability

of the power broadening theory for an excitation source with a quasi-continuous

spectrum. For the purpose of absolute calibration of the spectral volume density

of the laser beam we also carried out measurements on the occurrence of satura-

tion of fluorescence and compared them with theoretical predictions, taking into

account „the^doublet structure-of thelNa-D lines and fluorescence quenching

efficiency "(see Chapter III)? Since"under conditions of power broadening strong

saturation is expected to occur, these measurements were also useful to deter-

mine the region of saturated Na-vapour, which mainly contributed in the observed

Na-fluorsscence. The feasibility of absolute intensity calibration of the laser

beair by measuring the so-called saturation parameter was corroborated by indepen-

dent absolute measurements of the total laser power, the spectral bandwidth and

the spatial profile (see Chapter V) .

3. Our investigations in the context of the Utrecht research program

Our experimental investigations on radiation-power broadening forms part of the

research program of the Atomic and Molecular Physics group of the Physics Depart-

ment of the University of Utrecht [31,32]. The initial interest of our group has

been the fundamental study of the effects encountered in the application of flame

spectrometry to spectrochemical analysis [33]. During a period ol more then

twenty years the behaviour of metal vapours in flames has been studied in a

series of physical and physico-chemical investigations carried out in our labo-

ratory [34-43]. The main emphasis of the group is now on the collisional (de-)

excitation of atomic and molecular levels, the collisional broadening of spectral

lines and the collisional ionization of metal species by neutral, inert particles

in the gas phase at thermal energies. In the last ten years studies have been

supplemented by shock-tube [44] and crossed-atomic beam [45] measurements. The

latter measurements can give more detailed information on the potential-energy

curves that describe the interaction between ground-state or excited-state atoms
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and perturbers. Our experiments are related to other experiments in the group

experimentally (application of laser spectroscopy to metal species in flames)

as well as theoretically (redistribution of radiation).

Chapter 1 deals with the aim and context of our investigations. It gives a

single explanation of the concept of radiation-power broadening and a discussion

of the choice of a flame as atom reservoir.

In Chapter II we give a general description of the instrumentation. We have

succeeded in designing an experimental arrangement with a spectral resolving

power oif-2.5x105 and a time-resolution better than 10 ns. The measuring proce-

dure of getting time-resolved and spectrally resolved information of short

lightpulses is discussed. The calibration of thewavelength is given at the end

of this chapter.

In Chapter III measurements on saturation of fluorescence of the Na-D lines

are reported. It is shown that spatial inhomogeneities of the irradiance in the de-

tected tlame region cause a considerable distortion of the saturation curve. By

applying a homogeneous irradiation of the flame we were able to determine a new

experimental value for the saturation parameter that agreed with theory within

the experimental error. Investigations into the influence of the flame-gas com-

position on the fluorescence pulse shape are discussed. In particular the in-

fluence of the free (^-concentration on the shape of the saturation curve through

collisional ionization of (excited) Na-atoms is considered.

In Chapter IV we report the original measurements on the temporal and spec-

tral properties of the beam of the pulsed dye laser. Spectral as well as temporal

behaviour is shown to depend on the concentration of the dye solution. A dye

* oncentration is determined for which che total energy and the pulse duration of

the laser beam have an optimum.

Chapter V presents the results of the power broadening investigations on

the Na-D lines. For the first time the existence of power broadening is

established and found to be in reasonable quantitative agreement with the pre-

dictions of a simplified theory (vaiid in the limit of quasi-continuous spectral

radiation source). It appears to be necessary to account for the (time-dependent)

spatial distribution of the laser irradiance in order to compare the experimental

results with theory.
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CHAPTER I I

INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASURING PROCEDURE

1. Introduction.

In order to measure spectral lineprofiles of short light pulses we used a

Fabry-Pérot„interferometer „to resolve the signal spectrally. The resolving power

of this instrument was large-enough to produce spectral line profiles, that were

only slightly distorted by the instrumental profile. Because we used a pulsed

laser as excitation source and because the width of the spectral line profile

depends on the spectral intensity of the excitation source, we expect the

fluorescence spectrum not to be constant during the pulse. So we could not use

detection systems that integrate the signal in time, such as photographic emul-

sions. Therefore we used a fast photomultiplier for measuring the fluorescence

spectrum as a function of time. As many pulses were needed to get a complete

spectral analysis, the pulses had to be digitized and stored. These considera-

tions led to an experimental arrangement as shown in Fig. 1 and discussed in the

next section.

2. Experimental arrangement

The experimental set-up can roughly be divided in four parts as hown in Fig. 1:

1. Light source, 2. Detection system, 3. DATA storage, 4. Stabilization system.

2.1 Light source

The light source was a flashlamp-pumped tunable dye laser (Zeiss FL3A) with a

cavity length of 45 cm and a peak irradiance of 30 kW/cm2. The flashlamp was

fired by the discharge of a condenser with a triggered sparkgap as switch. By

applying a constant voltage of about 2.5 kV to the flashlamp, it was forced to

simmer with a current of about 25 mA (see Fig. 2). This constant simmering of
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DYE LASER

DELAY

D-DIAPHRAGM
Di -DFFUSER

L-LENS
FP-FAMY-PEROT .fTERFEROMETEF
IF-NTEBFERENCE FLTER
P-PMHOLE

PH-PHOTONULTFIER
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the flashlamp has several advantages: i) lifetime of the flashlamp becomes

longer, ii) pulse-duration becomes longer, iii) output-power is enhanced and

iv) amplitude stability becomes better. As dye solution we used a solution of

Rhodamine-6G in methanol with different concentrations.

Fig. 2. Block-diagram of ignition-electronics of the flashlamp. HV = high

voltage supply, C = condenser, S = sparkgap, IC = trigger electronics for

trigger spark, SI = voltage supply for simmer-mode and F = flashlamp.

Maximum output power was obtained with a concentration of 125 mg/1 Rh-6G

(about \0~l* mol/1, see also Chapter IV). Two bandwidth restricting elements

were placed in the cavity: an interference filter and a Fabry-Pérot etalon.

By tilting the interference filter and the etalon the laser was tuned at the

desired wavelength. The time duration of the laser pulse was 500 to 800 ns,

depending on the age of the flashlamp and on the concentration of the dye

solution. The repetition rate of the pulses was 0.5 Hz in all measurements.

The spectral and temporal properties of the laser beam Were experimentally

determined and the results are given in Chapter IV. Time-resolved measure-

ments of the spatial distribution of the intensity in the laser beam are

presented in Chapter V.
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2.2 Deteetion system

The measurements were carried out in a shielded I^-C^-Ar flame at 1 atm

(.T = 1760 K) , burning on a Mékèr burner and into which a NaCl-solution was nebu-

lized. The width of the flame in the direction of the detection channel was small

(0.8 cm) to reduce the flame volume observed by the detection apparatus (see also

Chapter V ) .

To resolve the fluorescence radiation spectrally we used a Fabry-Pérot in-

terferometer (Burleigh RC 110) in the detection channel. It was constructed from

materials of a special alloy: Super-Invar with a linear coefficient of expansion

smaller than 4xlO~7/K. The two mirrors had a diameter of 2 inch with a flatness

better than 3 nm at a wavelength of 5460 A. The reflectance was .96, which theore-

tically results into a transmittance of .75 at a finesse of about 70 (with about

0.2% absorption in-the mirrors)._In practice the peak transmittance was about .40

at a finesse^of 50r-Bottf sides of the mirrors were coated, the inner sides to en-

hance reflection, the outer sides-to enhance transmission. Inner side and outer

side of each mirror were not parallel to avoid the formation of a "ghost" inter-

ferometer on the outer sides with parallel inner sides. One of the mirrors was

mounted on three stacks of piezo-electric crystals. These stacks were, in turn,

mounted on a holder on three Super-Invar axes. In this way the distance between

the mirrors could be varied between 0.1 mm and 150 mm, corresponding to a free

spectral range between 17 A to 10 mA (for a wavelength of 5890 A ) . By applying

a ramp voltage to the piezo-electric crystals the mirror will perform a periodic

motion, during which the distance between the mirrors changes with time in a

linear way. The maximum amplitude of the motion of the mirror was about 2 ym.

Furthermore, variable voltages could be applied to the three stacks of piezo-

electric crystals, separately and independently, in order to adjust the mirrors

parallel and to keep them parallel during the periodic motion. The period of the -

motion could be chosen between 50 ms and 1000 s. In front of the Fabry-Pérot

interferometer a lense was used . After "passing the mirrors the light was

collimated onto a circular pinhole with a diameter of 500 ym. As the magnifi-

cation factor of the optical system was 1, the diameter of the pinholp also

determined two dimensions of the observed flame volume.

The following parameters are important when describing a Fabry-Pérot inter-

ferometer:

FSR The Free Spectral Range is the spectral distance between two consecutive
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maxima in transmission. In units of wavelength it can be expressed as follows:

FSR = |i (1)

in which d = the distance between the mirrors and X = the transmitted wavelength.

BP The Band Pass is the full spectral width at half maximum (FWHM) of a trans-

mission band. We can write for BP;

in which R = the reflectance of the mirrors. This expression is only valid for

R-values close to 1.

Fr The Finesse is defined as FSR/BP. The dependence of the finesse-on the

reflectance of the mirrors can be calculated from:

Other properties'that may detoriate in practice the finesse are: the flatness

of the mirrors, the diameter of the pinhole, and especially the degree of

parallelism of the mirrors. The total practical finesse of the instrument is

calculated from:

F~2 = E FT2 (4)

i

A pinhole diameter of 500 um could be used in all experiments with a negligible

contribution to the total finesse.

We used a photomultiplier (EML 9658B) with a rise time better than 10 ns.

For reasons of time resolution it was also important to have a low value for

the RC-time of the load resistance and cable capacity. This was realized by

using an impedance transformer with very low input capacity. In this way the

rise time of the whole detection system was better than 10 ns.

By means of a spectral filter, that transmits either one or the other of

the Na-D doublet, it was possible to measure separately the profiles of the

Na-D lines.

2.3 DATA storage

The output of the impedance transformer was connected to a transient digitizer

(Tektronix 7912AD, a very fastA-D converter). The time-dependent intensity of

the light pulses could be digitized with a resolution of 9 bits, both in time
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and in intensity. The digitizer was controlled by a mini-computer system

(Tektronix CP 4i65) viaanTEEE 488 bus connection. A dual floppy disc device

was also connected to the mini-computer, so that DATA transport was possible

from the digitizer to the floppy discs. The mini-computer in turn was connected

to a PDF U/70 computer. Furthermore it was possible to use a CDC 73-28 computer

for very big (memory-consuming) computer tasks (see Fig. 3).

2.4 Stabilization system

Depending on fluctuations in room temperature and on mechanical instabilities,

the large finesse of the Fabry-Pérot interferometer could be maintained over

100 to 1000 secondsTAs one~series of-measurements-of a line .profile-needs a sever-

al thousands of laser pulses with a repetition frequency of 0.5 Hz, it is

clear that the alignment of the interferometer and the distance between the

mirrors had to be stabilized. An electronic stabilization system (Burleigh

DAS 10) was used for this purpose in combination with a HeNe-laser. By scanning

the interferometer over several free spectral ranges periodically (with a period

of 1 s) the maxima in the Ne-light transmission could be used for stabilization

purposes. The Ne-light was reflected from the detection channel by the use of

a Short Wave Pass interference filter (see Fig. 1). Stabilization was accom-

plished by using time windows at preset moments during a wavelength scan as

shown in Fig. 4. The Ne-light signal was integrated from t̂  to t2 and from

t3 to tij. The integrals were compared and the mirror distance was changed, if

the integrals differed from each other. The Ne-light signal was also integrated

from ti, to t5. The integral was maximized by tilting the mirrors by applying

an additional voltage to one of the stacks of piezo-electric elements. Every

other scan of the interferometer was used for stabilization.

3. Measuring procedure

The interferometer was scanned over two or three free spectral ranges continuous-
<

ly with a ramp duration of 1 s. The trigger pulse starting a scan was also used

to start a time-delay device. This device triggered the dye laser after a certain

delay time in every other scan (see Fig. 5). (The scans in between were used

for stabilization purposes.) The digitizer in turn was triggered by the field

of the sparkgap of the dye laser. So every other second we obtained a registra-
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Fig. 4. Integration limits for stabilisation of the distance between the mirrors

of the interferometer and for optimisation of the finesse.
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tion of 512 values for the voltage across the load resistance of the photomulti-

plier at equidistant time moments. A complete set of registrations (each with

a different delay time, which means a different position on the wavelength scale),

formed a set of 512 spectra, each labelled with a time. A series of 12 or 13

consecutive spectra was then averaged so that mean values were obtained for each

50 ns interval (see also Chapter IV).

4. Calibration of wavelength

Calibration of the wavelength means determination of the relation between the

chosen delay time and the wavelength transmitted at that moment by the inter-

ferometer. First we determined the" free spectral range at the wavelength of

the Na-D lines. After that we established a relation^ between the time scale

of the scan and the wavelength scale.

4.1 Determination of the free spectral range

According to Eq. 1 we can calculate the free spectral range, if the distance

between the mirrors is known. Rough measurements of the distance between the

mirrors (about 1.3 mm in our experiments) were accurate within an error of about

0.5 mm. The accuracy could be made much better by the following procedure. If we

scan the interferometer over a few free spectral ranges, using a continuously

radiating light source with two known different wavelengths \\ and X2 (i.e. the

Na-D lines (see Fig. 5.3) or the yellow lines of Hg), then we can write for the

maxima of the transmission of these wavelengths (see Fig. 6):

d = -j Ai and d = •=- X2 , (5)

where d is the distance between the mirrors, m and n are positive integers and

X2 > \i-

The distance along the d-scale between the maxima belonging to the same

order, n, is £nAA, with AX = X2 - Xj. If nAX > Xi a maximum of order n-1 for

\l will appear between the nth and (n+l)th order maximum for Xz. For practical

mirror distances the order difference of two adjacent maxima for Xi and X2,

respectively, will be very large. So we can write for these distances along

the d-scale between two consecutive maxima of different wavelength:

£k XL , (6)

with k a positive integer.
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b

Fig. 6. The relative shift of the transmission bands of two different wavelengths

as function of the distance between the mirrors.

Dividing by the distance b between two consecutive X2-maxima we find:

a. = nAX - k
b X2

With n=2d/\2 we evaluate:

X2

(7)

(8)

In practice f was measured by scanning the interferometer slowly (ramp

duration of 500 s) over two free spectral ranges. The photomultiplier output

was recorded with an x-y-recorder. Froni this recording the values a and b were

measured with an accuracy of 1%. A similar scan for another pair of known

spectral lines results in another, different value for f. For both values of ¥

a set of possible d-values (within the range of the first, roughly, measured

value of d) is calculated according to

d = (Y + k ̂ -) . (9)

The true d-value is found from the coincidence of one of the possible

d-values in the first set with one in the second set. The accuracy in the deter-

mination of d is about 1 um, if HI is measured with an accuracy of 2%.
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4.2 The relation between the time scale and the wavelength scale

Knowing the free spectral range (FSR) for the wavelength of the Na-D lines

(see Sect. 4.1), we can convert the time scale to a wavelength scale as follows.

The distance in time, (AT) , between two consecutive maxima of trans-'

mission for the light of the He-Ne laser corresponds to a mirror displacement

of

0U»He = * he
 (10)

On the wavelength scale, (ADNg) is just one FSR.

Introducing V as the constant, known, scan velocity we have V6t = Sd and

consequently VAT = AD. Now we-can write for (AT)„ :

AD X

So the ratio (AT)N /(AT) depends linear on the wavelength ratio and not

adratically, as could be expected by interpreting AT as a free spectral

range in time.

The relation between time and wavelength is established by

2<5d 2V6t ' v u " ; N a Na Na 6 t

"Na "Na ( A T ) N a "Na 2 ( A T ) N a "Na 2 d

XH„ (FSR)
SS-öt . (12)

Actually we measured (AT) with a multi-channel analog-digital converter

(Didac 800) with an accuracy better than 1%. It was determined by measuring the

(preset) delay time (with negligible error) with an universal counter

(Racal 9837). The total accuracy in the wavelength calibration was 1%.
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CHAPTER I I I

SATURATION OF SODIUM FLUORESCENCE IN A FLAME IRRADIATED WITH A PULSED TUNABLE

DYE LASER

R.A. van Calcar, M.J.M. van de Ven, B,K. van Uitert, K.J. Biewenga,

Tj, Hollander and C.Th.J. Alkemade

Fysisch Laboratorium der Rijksuniversiteit Utrecht, Princetonplein 5,

3584 CC Utrecht, The Netherlands

(Received June 1, 1978)

Abstract - Theoretical and experimental saturation curves and associated

saturation parameters for the Na-D doublet in an H2~02~Ar flame at 1 atm

(T = 1700 K) are compared. These parameters are found to agree within the

experimental error of 25%. An explanation based on the spatial and temporal

distribution of the laser intensity is given for the deviating saturation

curves reported by various authors. The shape of the fluorescence pulse

is shown to depend on the O2 concentration in the flame. A lower limit

for the rate constant of the doublet mixing transition is estimated from

the ratio of the saturated fluorescence intensities of the Na-D components

and found to be 3x10^ s~*. Conclusions are drawn which restrict the use

of saturated atomic fluorescence intensities as a measure for the total

atomic number density in the flame.

1. Introduction

During the last few years an increasing number of articles has been published

[1-4] describing measurements of saturated sodium fluorescence in flames. These

papers report on the dependence of the relative fluorescence intensity on the
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laser irradiance (saturation curve) and comment on the determination of the

saturation parameter. In all of these papers, deviations from the theoretical

curve and/or the theoretical saturation parameter were found to be fairly large.

An explanation for these deviations is given based on the following considera-

tions: In general the laser pulse decays gradually and the duration of the

saturated fluorescence pulse depends on the peak value of the laser pulse.

Therefore, the integrated fluorescence intensity, although saturated, still

depends on the laser intensity. The non-uniform spatial distribution of the

laser beam has a similar effect on the saturation curve, as was pointed out

by Daily [5]. The depletion of neutral Na atoms by (chemical) reactions compli-

cates measurements of the saturation curve and the saturation parameter in yet

another way. Measurements have to be carried out under conditions which ensure

that these disturbing effects are eliminated. A discussion of these considera-

tions, together with preliminary results, has been presented by Alkemade [6].

2. Theoretical considerations

In order to derive a theoretical value for the saturation parameter for the

Na-D lines, we use a three-level model for the sodium atom, neglecting transi-

tions from the Na-D levels to higher levels and to the ionization continuum.

Because the rise time and the duration of the laser pulse are long compared

with characteristic atomic lifetimes (inverse collisional and radiation rate

constants), the conventional rate equations are used to describe the system in

the stationary state [7]. The spectral volume density of the laser radiation

field is assumed to be constant over the atomic line width, since the laser

bandwidth is larger than the absorption line width in the flame (but small

enough to excite only one of the Na-D lines). In solving the rate equations in

the stationary case, we neglect the thermal excitation from the ground state;

this procedure is justified in the light of our experiments. We denote the

transition rate constant from level i to level j by a.., the ground level by

index 1 and the laser-excited doublet component by index 3. The various

transition rate constants a., are given by a\$ = B13P , 33^ = B31P + A%i + k3i,

a12 = 0, a2i = A21 + k.21, a32 = k32 and 823 = k23- Here B31 = the Einstein

coefficient for stimulated emission (cm 3J - 1s~ 2); B13 = the Einstein coefficient

for absorption (cm3J~1s~2); A^\ and A21 = the Einstein coefficients for sponta-

neous emission (s" 1); k3i and k2i = the monomolecular quenching rate constants

(s" 1); k32 and k23 = the monomolecular mixing rate constants (s" 1); p = the
\J
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spectral volume density of the radiation field in the flame (J-cm 3 H E l) which

is tuned to the 1-3 transition.

Using the relation B 1 3
 =(g3/gi)B3! (where g! and g3 are the statistical

weights), we find the following solutions for the relative number densities

n. of the atoms in the three levels:

(1)

.. (2)
n B s
C pv + pv

1*21 + ^23) P„ P*
+ —r (3)

A 2 1 -

^32

h k21 +
D

pv

^23

pv

pv

V

pv + % p v + %

with D E (1 + gi/gs)(A2i + k2j + k23> + k32. The quantity n = ni + n2 + n3 is

the total atomic number density (cm~^). The quantity p is the saturation para-

meter, which is defined as the value of the spectral volume density at which

the relative population density of the laser excited level is half its limiting

value for p -> ». Another definition for the saturation parameter, equivalent

to the one just given, is the following: p S represents the value of the spectral

volume density at which the population density of the laser-excited level is one

half of its value on the extrapolated initial asymptote. Accordingly,

s (A31 + k3i)(A21 + k21) + (A31 + k31)k23 + (A21 + k21)k32

Pv = (gl/g3>

(4)

For the population ratio of the two upper levels we find from Eq. (1) and

Eq. (2)

n 3 k23 A2i + k21

These equations are in agreement with the relations given in Ref. 5. Making use

of the small energy difference between the two doublet levels compared to the

large value of kT at the flame temperature (1700 K ) , we write k23/k32 = g3/g2.
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We simplify Eqs. (1) - (5) by substituting this expression for k23/k32 and

making the approximations A 3 1 *« A21 = A, k31 =* k2i = k, B 3 1 = B.

We also use the relations B = (c3/8irhv3)A and A/(A + k) = Y, where c = speed of

light in vacua (cnrs"1), h = Planck's constant (J-s), v = mean frequency of the

two D lines (Hz), and Y = the efficiency of fluorescence. Within an error of 2%

„the following equations hold:

n3 A/Y + (g3/g2)k32 . " P..

ÏT=- 51 - - ^ T <6>
t P V + P V - - - .

pv + pv

«I (g1/g3)"(A7T"+ (g3/g2)k32) p
= x= x

C p + ppv + pv pv + pv

with D' = [1 +( g l /g 3 ) ]A/Y + [1 + (gi /g 2 ) + (g3/g2)JV

A/Y + ( l+g 3 /g 2 )k 3 2

c
3 YD'

(9)

The population ratio of the two doublet levels therefore depends on the ratio

of the sum of the spontaneous emission and quenching rate constants to the

doublet mixing rate constant. From Eq. (10) it is seen that an experimental

value for k32 can be obtained by measuring the ratio of the fluorescence

intensities of the two D lines and Y. If (A/Yk32) "£ 1, Eq. (9) can be approxi-

mated by

8-irhv3 g2 + g3

Pv - (gl/g3) * (1/Y) • dl)
c Si + 82 + g3
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Substituting the appropriate values of the statistical weights into Eq. (11),

we obtain within 3% accuracy, for (A/Yk32) ̂  1/3,

ps = 3!*wl (i/Y) , " " " " " " " ~ " '- """ (12)ps =
V c3

if the upper doublet level is directly excited by the laser beam. If the lower

doublet level is directly excited, we obtain within 6% accuracy, for

(A/Yk23) < 1/3,

(13)

The saturation parameter and the population ratio of the doublet levels there-

fore depend on which of the doublet levels is directly excited by the laser

irradiation.

3. Experimental setup and procedure

In our experiments we used a flashlamp-pumped dye laser (Zeiss FL 3A) with an

effective pulse duration of 460 ± 20 ns. Since the typical time constants of

the atomic system are of the order of 10 ns, the assumption that the stationary

case applies is justified. The spectral half-intensity width (FWHM) of the

laser is 150 + 20 m& [(1.3 ± 0.2)xl010 Hz]. The FWHM of the Na-D absorption line

profiles is 80 ± 10 mA (according to our measurements with a Fabry-Pérot inter-

ferometer and measurements by Wijchers [8j) . Therefore the laser can be consi-

dered to be a quasi-continuous spectral radiation source as far as the excita-

tion of the atomic transition is concerned; on the other hand, only one of the

doublet components will be excited.

Photographic measurements of the laser beam have indicated that the

spatial distribution across the laser beam is not Gaussian (as was assumed in

the theoretical calculations of Daily [5]) . The photographs revealed a central

beam with a divergence of about 5 rnrad, surrounded by a second beam with a

greater divergence of about 10 mrad and with a ring structure in the outer

parts. At the flame, the over-all cross ̂section of the beam appeared to be

slightly oval, with the long axis being about 1 cm in the horizontal direction

(the direction of observation of fluorescence).
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Attenuation of the laser beam irradiance was achieved with calibrated

neutral density filters so that the temporal, spatial and spectral properties

of the laser pulse did not change upon attenuation. The filters were placed at

an angle of 65° with respect to the laser beam to avoid disturbing reflections.

The charge in the transmission factor of the filters, brought about by turning

them 25°, causes an error which is small„compared to the other experimental

errors.

ND DDI
BS

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangement; TDL - pulsed tunable
dye laser, BS - beam splitter, ND - neutral density filter, D - diaphragms,
Di -diffuser, S - Ar sheath, MF - mantle flame, CF - central flame, DJ/DJ -
spectral filter, PD -photodiode, OSC - oscilloscope and PM - photomultiplier
tube.

To detect the time-resolved fluorescence pulses, a fast photomultiplier
tubewasused in combination with an oscilloscope. By means of a spectral f i l te r
that transmits either one or the other component of the Na-D doublet, i t was
possible to measure separately the saturation curves of the doublet components.
By measuring the saturation curve of the component that is not directly excited
by the laser, one avoids possible interference from the laser straylight.

All of our experiments were carried out in a laminar, premixed H2~02-Ar
flame (T = 1700 ± 50 K) with a nearly stoichiometric H2-02 composition. I t was
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produced on a Mékêr burner at 1 atm and shielded from the surrounding air by an

Ar-sheath [9].

The measurement of fluorescence intensities in relation to laser irradiance

appeared to cause various problems. - - -

In the first place, the temporal behaviour of the laser pulse may give rise

to a distorted saturation curve and therefore to an anomalous value for the

PV /PV
S

1600 ns
t

Fig. 2. Illustration of the effeat of time integration of the fluoresaenae pulse.
The laser pulse is assumed to deaay exponentially. The calculated integrated
fluoresaenae pulse under saturation conditions continues to increase with the
laser (peak) intensity because the duration of saturation increases with it.
The arrows indicate the points where p /p s = 1.
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saturation parameter if time-integrated fluorescence measurements are carried

out. If the laser pulse does not instantly drop to zero but decays gradually,

the duration of saturated fluorescence (i .e. p > p^) will increase with the

laser peak-intensity. This result is illustrated by the calculated pulse shapes

in Fig. 2. Consequently, the time-integrated fluorescence intensity will continue

to increase with the laser peak-intensity. Figure 3 shows this effect on the

saturation curve, calculated under the conditions assumed in Fig. 2. By measuring

time resolved fluorescence intensities, one can obtain the true saturation curve

and avoid this artefact. This fact is experimentally demonstrated in Fig. 4.

In the second place, the spatial distribution of the laser irradiance in

the flame can effect the shape of the saturation curve and so result in an

anomalous saturation parameter. As was pointed out by Rodrigo and Measures [10]

and calculated by Daily [5] for some special cases, a plateau in the saturation

curve will not be found unless the spatial distribution of the laser irradiance

in the observed part of the flame is uniform. Especially when the laser beam

is focused to a spot that is sir.dli compared with the flame thickness, large

deviations may occur. Figure 5 shows an experimental illustration of this effect.

>> au .

5 »o4-
c
V

o

|L

10*

o o o o
9 O D O

x focused

o not focused
(not integrated )

• 1
to3 io 4 au.

Laser intensity

Fig. 5. Experimental demonstration of the effect uf spatial inhamogeneity of the

laser irradiance on the shape of the saturation curve. The effect is caused by

focusing the laser beam in the flame.
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In order to avoid the effects of spatial inhomogeneities mentioned above,

we did not use focusing lenses. A flame geometry with a rectangular cross-

section (3x0.8 cm) was constructed (see Fig. 1) and low Na concentrations were

used to avoid self-absorption effects and to improve the uniformity of the -

irradiance along the beam axis. A diaphragm with a diameter of 0.80 ± 0.02 cm

was placed in the laser beam just in front of the flame in order to enhance

the uniformity of the irradiance in the direction of the detection channel

(perpendicular to the beam axis). By means of two diaphragms in the detection

channel, the uniformity of the laser irradiance in the observed part of the

flame was further improved.

Per pulse calibration of the radiant energy of the laser beam was performed

with a power meter (Molectron, -type J-03)."In order to convert this radiant

energy to spectral volume density in the flame, the beam must be made homogeneous

over its entire cross-section and not only over that part of its cross-section

registered by the detection apparatus. This design was achieved by attaching a

diffuser to the diaphragm in the laser beam. This device diffuses the beam only

slightly. A disadvantage of using the diffuser is the considerable loss of

spectral volume density at the flame; however, the remaining density is still

sufficient to exceed p by a factor of 10. The spectral volume density (in

J'cm~3Hz~1) is calculated from

Here: Q = the radiant energy per pulse (J), At = the effective duration of the

pulse (s), S =-the beam cross-section (cm2), c = the speed of light in vaauo

(cm-s""1), and 6v = the spectral half-intensity width (Hz) of the laser light.

Photographic measurements show a beam cross-section S = 0.5 + 0.1 cm2 at the

flame.

4. Results

A lower limit for the doublet mixing rate constant was estimated from measure-

ments of the ratio of the fluorescence intensities for the two D lines. The

ratio D2/Di is 1.69 ± 0.15 if Di is excited and 2.20 ± 0.10 if D 2 is excited.

From these two values, we calculate from Eq. (10) a lower limit for the mixing

rate constant IC32 = 3*108 s"1, in which the subscript 3 refers to the upper

doublet level and the 2 to the lower level. The approximate expression in
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Eq. 11 is therefore applicable to our experimental conditions. In a flame with

the same composition and the same temperature and pressure, a value

k = (3.7 ± 0.6)*I07 s"1 for the quenching rate constant has been reported by

Lijnse and Elsenaar [9]. Now we calculate Y = 0.63 ± 0.04 using

A = (6.2 ± 0.1)x]07 s"1 as given by Mashinskii [11]. Substitution in Eq. (11)

gives pS = (4.8 + 0,3)x)0~20 J-cra~3Hz~L if the upper doublet level is excited

and p3 = (9.7 ± 0.6)xl0~20 J-cm^Hz"1 if the lower doublet level is excited.

Measurements of saturation curves were carried out in two stages. First,

a saturation curve along an absolute p -axis was measured with the diffuser ,

in the laser beam. From this curve, the saturation parameter was derived in

absolute measure by fitting the theoretical saturation curve, Eq. (7), to the

experimental points. Secondly;- a saturation curve along a relative p -axis

was measured without the diffuser in the beam so that higher laser irradiances

could be reached. From this curve, we derived a relative saturation parameter

and assumed it to have the same value as in the first measurement. In this way,

the two experimental curves were linked together. Figure 6 gives a saturation
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Fig. 6. An experimental saturation curve of the Na-Di line with the laser tuned
at the Z>2 line. The drawn curve represents the best fit of the theoretical curve
[see Eq. (7)] to the experimental points obtained with a diffuser in the beam.
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200 ns

Fig. 7. Oscilloscope traaes of experimental pulse shapes, (a) laser pulse;

(b) fluorescence pulse, not saturated; (c) saturated fluorescence pulse in an

Oz-lean flame. The saturated fluorescence pulse lasts longer than the FWHM

duration of the laser pulse (compare Fig. 2). (d) saturated fluorescence pulse

in an O^-rich flame.

curve obtained by this procedure.

The value of the saturation parameter p is (5.6 ± 1.4)xlO~20 J-cm~3Hz~1

(corresponding to an irradiance of 22 ± 4 WcnT2) if the laser couples the

ground level and the upper doublet level, while its value is (9.0 ± 2.3)xlO~20

J'cm~3Hz~1 (corresponding to an irradiance of 35 ± 10 W-cnT2) if the laser

couples the ground level and the lower doublet level. Both experimental values

are in agreement with the calculated values within the experimental error of

25%; the errors are mainly due to inaccuracies in the calibration of the laser

irradiance.

When the O2/H2 gas flow ratio was varied, the fluorescence pulse shape

appeared to be strongly dependent on the free O2 concentration in the flame

at high laser irradiance (see Fig. 7). The peak in the fluorescence pulse is
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followed by a gradual decay, the extent of which depends on the O2 concentration.

Addition of another molecular species such as N2 caused no such effects.

The ionization energy for the excited Na atoms is 2.1 eV lower than that

of Na atoms in the ground state. Consequently, the activation energy for an

ionizing collision of excited Na atoms is decreased by the same amount. The

electron affinity of 02 has a positive value (about 0.5 eV [12]), whereas the

electron affinity of N2 has a negative value (about -2.0 eV). The positive

value of the electron affinity of O2 decreases the activation energy for an

ionizing collision further. A calculation of the degree of ionization, a, in

the steady state for Saha equilibrium between Na atoms and Na ions in our flame

shows a value of AxlO"1* for Na atoms in the ground state. Under saturation

conditions, Saha equilibrium also exists between Na ions and excited Na atoms.

In this case, we calculate a = 0.5. In 02-rich flames, the activation energy

of the ionization reaction is further reduced and we calculate a = 0.95.

The positive electron affinity of O2 also affects the value of the ioniza-

tion rate constant [13]. Under saturation conditions, the ionization rate con-

stant is some 100 times larger for 0 2 as the collision partner than for N2.

In absolute value, its reciprocal becomes of the order of the pulse duration

if Oj is the collision partner.

All of our measurements on saturation curves were carried out in a flame

with a low O2 concentration in order to avoid this complication. As a result

of this precaution, the plateau and peak values of the fluorescence pulse, as

in Fig. 7c, give the same value for the saturation parameter.

5. Discussion

We have verified the theoretically predicted shape of the saturation curve and

the value of the saturation parameter. Agreement between theory and experiment

was achieved within 25% by using a diffuser in the laser beam and by reducing

the distorting effects of spatial and temporal non-uniformity of the laser beam

irradiance upon the saturation curve. A residual effect is still detected at

very high laser irradiances. The error in p is mainly due to uncertainty in

the spatial intensity distribution of the laser beam.

The systematic deviations from the value 2 of the DJ/DJ fluorescence ratio

found by Daily [14] in a methane-air flame at 1 atm when the laser was tuned to

the V>i and the D2 line, respectively, can be readily understood when Eq. (10)

is applied. In a methane-air flame, a high value for the overall quenching rate
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constant can be expected due to the presence of CO, CO2 and N2 in the flame.

According to Eq. (10), a high value for the overall quenching rate constant

causes deviations from 2 for the D2/D1 fluorescence rat io, although the

mixing rate constant may be large.

Depletion of neutral Na atoms by collisional ionization of excited Na atoms

by O2 molecules can explain why the fluorescence pulse shape under saturation

conditions depends on the O2 concentration in the flame. This explanation agrees

with electric probe measurements by Van Dijk [15] which show an increase in the

ratio of the ionization signal to the fluorescence signal with increasing O2

concentration in an identical flame.

The use of saturated atomic fluorescence spectroscopy (SAFS) to determine

the total number density of Na atoms in a flame [14] is restricted by the

complications mentioned above.
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CHAPTER IV

TIME-RESOLVED MEASUREMENTS OF THE SPECTRAL PROPERTIES OF A FLASHLAMP PUMPED

DYE LASER

Abstract. We studied the shift of the central wavelength and the spectral half-

intensity width (FWHM) of a flashlarap-pumped pulsed dye laser (pulse duration

about 800 ns, FWHM), with Rhodamine-6G in methanol as dye liquid and an inter-

ference filter combined with a Fabry-Pérot etalon as bandwidth-restricting

elements in the cavity. An experimental setup is described that permits measure-

ments of time-dependent spectra with a time-resolution of 10 ns and a relative

spectral resolving power of 2.5*105. Results are given for different concentra-

tions of the dye solution and for two different bandwidth settings of the laser.

In general the spectral profiles at different moments during the pulse can be

described very well by a Gaussian curve. Only at small concentrations of the

dye solution the time behaviour of the shift and the bandwidth are in qualita-

tive agreement with the theoretical predictions.

1. Introduction

In atomic fluorescence spectroscopy the flashlamp pumped dye laser has become

a very powerful tool in the last ten years. The long pulse duration together

with a very high spectral irradiance made it especially useful in Saturated

Atomic Fluorescence Spectroscopy (SAFS).

In applications of flashlamp pumped dye lasers as 'excitation sources of

atomic species in SAFS, it is important to know the spectral properties of the

laser light pulse. In particular for our measurements on power broadening of

the Na-D lines [1] in a flame it is essential to know the instantaneous

spectral behaviour of the irradiating pulsed laser.

In the literature little information is available on the time-dependent

spectral properties o£ dye laser pulses, at least not with narrowband lasers.
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However, theoretical calculations of the spectral behaviour of flashlamp pumped

dye lasers have been presented [2,3]. So experiments have been carried out by

us to measure these time-dependent spectral properties. First we describe the

experimental setup and measuring procedure. After that we give some represen-

tative results.

2. Experimental setup

-The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. It consists essentially of four

parts, indicated in the figure: 2.1 light source] -2.2 detection system,

2.3_DATA storage, 2.4'stabilization system.

2.1 Light source

The light source was a flashlamp pumped tunable dye laser (Zeiss FL3A) with a

cavity length of 45 cm and a peak power of 30 kW/cm2. Two bandwidth-restricting

elements were placed inside the cavity: an interference filter and a Fabry-

Pérot etalon were used to reduce the bandwidth. The mean central wavelength of

the output pulse was tuned at 5890 A in both cases. A small fraction of the

laser light pulse was scattered on a 92% transmission neutral-density filter

in order to be analyzed. The time duration of the laser pulse was about 800 ns

(FWHM) , measured at the central wavelength, and the repetition frequency was

0.5 Hz in all experiments.

2.2 Detection system

In order to resolve spectrally the incident light pulse a Fabry-Pérot interfero-

meter (Burleigh RC 110) was used in the detection channel. One of the mirrors

was mounted on three stacks of pjezo-electric elements. So this mirror could be

adjusted and displaced by applying an electric voltage onto the piezo-electric

elements.

The overall finesse of the instrument was always 50 or more, which resulted

in an instrumental profile with a bandwidth of about 20 mA (FWHM) at a free

spectral range (FSR) of 1000 m&. The influence of this instrumental profile on

the experimental profiles is negligible, due to the much larger bandwidth of

the laser.

In order to resolve the incident light pulse in the detection channel
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temporally, a fast photomultiplier was used (EMI 9658B). With an impedance

transformer and a load resistance of 50 ohm the rise-time of the detection

system was better than 10 ns._

2.3 DATA storage

The photomultiplier output was connected to a so-called transient digitizer

(Tektronix 7912AD), being a very fast A-D converter. Light pulses were digitized

with a resolution of 9 bits, both in time and intensity, and stored on a dual

floppy disc memory device. The digitizing operation was monitored with a mini-

computer system (Tektronix VP 2250), which could also bé used for further' cal-

culations. The-mini-computer in turn was connected to a-PDP 11/70 computer

system for more complicated calculations, such as fitting theoretical curves

to the experimental data.

2.4 Stabilizavion system

Due to slight changes in room temperature and to mechanical instabilities the

Fabry-Pérot interferometer will not keep its initial high finesse for more

than 10-15 minutes. Since one series of measurements takes at least two hours,

a stabilization system was added (Burleigh DAS 10).

The stabili: ation system uses a He-Ne laser as reference light source.

The Ne-light is diffused and brought to focus in order to form a divergent

light beam at the same spot where the dye laser light is detected. After

passing the Fabry-Pérot interferometer the reference beam is deflected from

the detection channel by a so-called Short Wave Pass interference filter, that

transmits (85%) the light from the pulsed dye laser (5890 8) and reflects (95%)

the Ne-light (6328 A ) . By applying a ramp voltage to the piezo-electric elements

(with a frequency of 1 Hz) the interferometer is scanned over more than two free

spectral ranges. Every second scan of the interferometer is used as a test scan.

During this test scan a small additional test voltage is applied to one of the

stacks, in order to tilt one of the mirrors. The Ne-light peak in this test

scan is then compared to that of the previous scan. If the finesse has increased

the correction voltage is fixed. In the same way the position of the Ne-light

peak signal is maintained at a fixed time interval after the start of each scan.

A shutter is placed in front of the He-Ne laser that opens only a short

time at the start of the scan. So only during the scan over the first free
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spectral range the Ne-light will be transmitted. This light is then used by

the stabilization system. Measurements of the dye laser light are carried out

in the next free spectral range of the scan. In this way the Ne-light will not

interfere wl,th the measurements. _______ _ __

3. Measuring Procedure

At the start of each new scan of the interferometer a trigger pulse is genera-

ted by the stabilization system. After a certain chosen delay time the dye

laser is triggered and the delay time between the start time of the scan and

the triggering of the dye laser is measured. As the start of each scan is fixed

by the stabilization system, the delay time is a measure for the wavelength

that is transmitted by the Fabry-Pérot interferometer at the moment~of"trigger-

ing of the dye laser. The duration of the dye laser pulse is about 1 us, so

the transmitted wavelength of the interferometer shifts only by 3 \iA during

the laser pulse. This is negligible with respect to the laser bandwidth.

After digitizing and averaging over a number of dye laser pulses (8 in

most cases) these pulses are stored on a floppy disc memory device and labelled

with the preset delay time at which the pulses were recorded. Since the delay

time is a measure for the wavelength transmitted we obtain, by controlling the

delay time, a set of pulse registrations each labelled with a known wavelength.

Now in each pulsi registration the instantaneous intensity is averaged over

consecutive 50 ns intervals and all registrations are combined to form a set

of spectra, each labelled with a time, see Fig. 2.

Spectral half intensity width (FWHM) and central wavelength of the spectra

are then determined by fitting a Gaussian curve to the spectra with a least

squares method.

4. Results

Two series of measurements were performed. One series was measured with a

Fabry-Pérot etalon in the laser cavity with a spacing of 0.15 mm and a re-

flectance of 65%, further referred to as the "narrowband" etalon. The other

series was measured with an etalon in the cavity with a spacing of 0.10 mm

and a refit_tance of 33%, further referred to as the "broadband" etalon.

The integrated output power and the time duration (FWHM) of the pulse

at the central wavelength are strongly dependent on the concentration of the

dye solution in both series of measurements. This is shown in Figs. 3 and 4.
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Fig. 4. The time duration (FWHM) of the laser vulse at different concentrations
of the dye solution, o - experimental points with the narrowband etalon, • -
experimental points with the broadband etalon.
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The integrated output power as well as the time duration of the pulse

have a maximum at the same concentration of the dye solution: I25±10 mg/1.

At this concentration the FWHM duration of the pulse for the broadband etalon

is about 800 ns at the central wavelength and about 700 ns for the narrowband

etalon.

Figure 5 shows typical results for the shift of the central wavelength

and the time behaviour of the spectral halfwidth during the pulse for both

etalons at different dye conceaerations. The results at large concentrations

are in general less reproducible and show more fluctuations in consecutive

measurements than the results at small concentrations.

Finally figure 6 shows a typical fit of a Gaussian curve to the experi-

mental points for both etalons at small concentrations of the dye solution.

Within the experimental error-these fits justify" the assumption of a Gaussian

shaped laser spectrum.

Numerical integration of these Gaussian spectra are compared with

physical integration of the spectra, which is obtained by measuring the laser

intensity without the Fabry-Pérot interferometer in the detection channel as

a function of time. They appeared to be in good agreement with each other.

5. Discussion

Theoretical calculations [2,3] always predict a shift of the line centre

towards longer wavelengths. In our experiments such a red shift was found at

small concentrations of the dye solution. At large concentrations the measure-

ments show a blue shift. So a concentration of the dye solution can be chosen

at which no shift is present in the position of the central wavelength.

The progressive narrowing of the spectrum as predicted by the theory

could be found, although in the measurements at large concentrations of the

dye solution this narrowing was sometimes followed by a broadening of the

spectrum.

So one should be very cautious when using flashlamp pumped dye lasers

as a broad-band excitation source in SAFS. It is clear that it is hazardous

to draw conclusions on the spectral behaviour of a pulsed laser from time-

averaged spectral measurements alone. Statements about the broad-band properties

should be made with great care when no time-resolved measurements are

available.
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CHAPTER V

RADIATION-POWER BROADENING OF THE NA-D LINES IN A FLAME

Abstract. Results are given of spectrally as well as temporally resolved

measurements of Na-fluorescence in an H2~02-Ar flame at 1 atm (T = 1760 K). The

existence of radiation-power broadening of the Na-D lines due to interaction of

the Na-atoms with the intense broadband resonant laser field is established. We

present the results of our measurements and compare these with the predictions

of a simplified theory. In our case the simplified theory was only applicable

at the onset of the broadening, at relatively weak laser fields. In this range

reasonable agreement between theory and experiment is found.

I. Introduction

In the last decade dye lasers with a high output power have become available,

making i t possible to study non-linear radiation processes in atomic fluores-

cence spectroscopy. The theory of one of these processes, i .e . broadening of

spectral lines due to interactions of the atomic species with an intense broad-

band radiation field, has recently been studied by Nienhuis [1]. Following

Ya'akobi [2], Alkemade [3] and Nienhuis [1], we shall refer to this type of

line broadening as (radiation) power broadening, We use the term power broadening

to distinguish this process of line broadening from another, quite different,

type usually referred to as saturation broadening. Saturation broadening is

observed when a fluorescence-excitation profile is measured by scanning the

wavelength of a narrowband strong (saturating) radiation beam over the absorption

line profile. Power broadening is observed when the fluorescence of atoms excited

by a broadband resonant laser beam with fixed central frequency is spectrally

resolved.

In this paper we give a simplified theory of the power broadening, based
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on lifetime considerations of the atomic levels involved [4]. This theory can

be justified in the limit of a spectral (quasi-)continuous irradiation source

(see Nienhuis [1]).Then we give a short description of the experimental set-up

and measuring procedure; a more detailed description is given in [5]. Finally

the experimental results are reported and discussed, allowing for the strong

spatial dependence of the laser irradiance. Preliminary results of these

measurements have been given in [6].

2. Simplified theory

In order to derive theoretical values for the width of the Na-D lines which

depends on the spectral volume density of the incident resonant radiation, we

use a three-level model for the Na-atom, thus neglecting transitions from the

Na-D levels to higher levels and the ionization continuum [7]. Furthermore we

assume the laser bandwidth to be (quasi-)continuous with respect to the atomic

absorption linewidth, but small enough to excite only one of the Na-D lines. We

denote the transition rate constant from level i to level j by a.., the ground

level by index 1 and the laser-excited doublet component by index 3. The various

transition rate constants a., are given by aj3 = B13P , aji = B31p + A3j + k3j,
a12 = 0 (i.e., we neglect excitation of the Na-D lines by thermal collisions),
a21 = A-21 + k2i, a32 = IC32 and a23 "- k23. Here B31 = the Einstein coefficient

for stimulated emission (cm3 J~^ s~2) ; B13 = the Einstein coefficient for

absorption (cm3 J"1 s ) ; A31 and A21 = the Einstein coefficients for spontaneous

emission (s - 1); k3i and k2i = the monomolecular quenching rate constants (s );

k32 and k23 = the monomolecular mixing rate constants (s"1); p = the spectral

volume density of the radiation field in the flame (J*cm~3 Hz"1) which is tuned

to the 1-3 transition. Using the relation B13 = (g3/gi)B31 (where g3 and g\ are

the statistical weights), we find the following expressions for the inverse mean

lifetime of the levels:

(1)

(2)

v (3)

From these equations we calculate the contribution of inelastic collisions and

radiative transitions to the Lorentz part of the spectral width (full width at
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half maximum, FWHM) of the Na-D lines to be

1
Av3i = -^r [G + g3/gl)B3lPv + A3j + k3j

for the laser-excited level and

\

for the other one. The elastic collisions also contribute to the Lorentz part

of the line profile, so the total Lorentz width (FWHM) is given by

AvL,i = Avil + AvC,i ' (6)

The total line profile is obtained by the convolution of the Lorentz profile

with a Doppler profile which has a width (FWHM) given by

2v
AvD =

in which v = the central frequency of the spectral line, c = the speed of light

in Vacua, R = the gas constant, T = the absolute temperature and M = the molar

mass. With v the mean frequency of the Na-D lines and T = 1760±50 K we find

for the Doppler width 3.19+0.04 GHz (36.9+0.4 m&). In good approximation (better

than 1.2% [8]) the linewidth of che convoluted profile (Voigt profile) is given

by

Avy = ^AvL +\/GAvL)
2 + (AvD)

2' . . (8)

Finally the Voigt profile has to be convoluted with two delta functions (1772 MHz

or 20.55 m8. apart and with ratio 5:3 [9,10])so that the hyperfine structure

of the ground level is included. (Only the splitting of the ground level gives

a noticeable contribution.)

Neglecting the energy difference between the two doublet levels, which is small

compared to kT, we can write k23/k32 = g3/g2- We simplify Eqs. (4) and (5) by

substituting this expression and making the approximations A3i = A2i = A,

k3i - k2j = k, while writing B3i = B:

= 27 [(' + g3/gi) Bpv + A + k + k32] (9)

= 27 [(83/gi) B P V + A + k +(g3/g2)k32] . (10)

With A = 6.2xlO7 s"1 [11], B = (c3/8nhv3)A, (h = Planck's constant),
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Fig. 1. The calculated spectral width (FWHM) (including contributions due to the Doppler-effect, the elastic
collisions and the hyperfine structure) of the Na-D lines as a function of the spectral volume density of a
broadband laser, a) the width of the D^-line, if the D2-line is excited, b) the width of the Di-line, if the

or the D\-line is excited, aj the width of the D^-line, if the Di~line is excited. . ;



k = 3.7xlO7 s"1 [12] and k32 = 3xlO
8 s"1 [7] (k- and k32-values as measured for

a similar flame), we calculate with p expressed in J/(cm3Hz) for Av.j in

Hz: - -

AV31 = 3,64*1026 p + 0.6*108 " (11)

for the D2-line, if the D2-line is excited;

Av21 = 2.42xlO
26 p + l.OxJO8 (12)

for the Bj—line, if the Dj-line is excited;

AV31 = 2.42X1026 p^ + l.OxlO8 (13)

for the D].-iine, if the Dĵ -line is excited and

A\>21 = 1.21xlO26 pv + O.6xlO
8 (14)

for the D2-line, if the Dj-line is excited.

Figure 1 shows a plot of the total litiewidth (FWHM) of the Na-D lines as a

function of the spectral volume density of the laser, including the contribu-

tion of the elastic collisions, the Doppler width and the hyperfine structure.

For Av . in the absence of an intense laser field we used the experimental

values óf 7.7 GHz (89 mX) for the D2-line and 8.1 GHz (94 m&) for the Dx-line

(see Results). We conclude that the broadening of the Di~line does not depend

on which of the two lines is excited by the laser irradiation. The broadening

of the D2-line is much larger if the D2-line is excited than if the Di-line

is excited. To obtain a detectable power broadening in our flame we have to

apply a laser field with p^ of the order of 10~18 J/(cm3Hz) or higher.

3. Experimental set-up and procedure

A general lay-out [5] of the experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 2, The

measurements were carried out in a shielded H2-02~Ar flame at I atm (T = 1760 K ) ,

burning on a Mékèr burner and into which a NaCl-solution was nebulized.

As excitation source we used a flashlamp-pumped pulsed dye laser with Rh-6G

in methanol as dye solution. An interference filter together with a Fabry-Perot

etalon were placed in the laser cavity as bandwidth restricting elements. The
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Fig. 3. A 3-dimensional plot of the intensity of the D^-line in fluorescence as a function of time and wavelength.

Spectra are constructed by making cross-sections at various times during the pulse after averaging over a SO ns

interval. The peak and plateau in the time behaviour of the fluorescenae are caused by depletion of excited

Na-atoms due to enhanced collisional ionisation rate [7],



spectral width (FWHM) of the laser was about 365 mX [5]. As the width (FWHM) of

the Na-D lines at weak irradiation was about 90 mA (see Results), the assumption of

a quasi-continuous irradiation source was justified at the onset of power broaden-

ing. The width of the pulse was about 5Ö0 ns (FWHM). As the lifetimes of the

excited states are smaller than 10 ns, a quasi-stationary state can be expected.

Time-resolved measurements of the cross-section of the laser beam showed an

elliptic structure with the longest axis in the direction of observation of the

fluorescence. The distribution of the laser intensity along the (principal) axes

of the ellipse had a Lorentz profile with a width (FWHM) of 0.26 cm for the

profile along the longest axis and 0.18 cm along the other axis. Both values

were measured at 300 ns after the start of the pulse, when the spatially integra-

ted laser pulse had its maximum value. The widths of the profiles drop gradually

to the values of 0.12 cm and 0,06 cm respectively at the end of the pulse, A

flame geometry with a rectangular cross-section (3.0x0.8 cm2) was used to

diminish the contribution of the far wings of the spatial Lerentz profile in the

direction of observation (see also Fig. 2). " " '

Due to the pulsed character of the dye laser the fluorescence had to be

resolved spectrally as well as temporally, since the power, the spectral width

and the cross-section of the laser beam have a non-negligible variation during

the pulse.

Time resolution was achieved by using a fast photomultiplier and detection

circuit. Using an impedance transformer and a load resistance of 1000 ohm the

rise time of the detection system was found to be better than 10 ns. Spectral

resolution was achieved by using a Fabry-Pérot interferometer th?t was controlled

by a stabilization system in order to maintain a finesse of 50 for many days. In

this way the contribution of the instrumental profile to the fluorescence

profiles to be measured was 20 mR (1.8 GHz). All results were corrected by de-

convolution for this instrumental broadening.

At a large number of mirror positions (within one free spectral range) of

the interferometer, each of which corresponded to a different calibrated wave-

length, fluorescence intensities were measured as a function of time, then

digitized and stored with the aid of a transient digitizer and a mini-computer

system. In each pulse registration the instantaneous fluorescence intensity was

averaged over each consecutive 50 ns interval and all registrations were com-

bined to form a set of spectra, each labelled with a time (see Fig. 3).
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Fig. 4. An example of the fit of a Lorentz eurve to the experimental- points of
a power-broadened fluoresaenoe profile and an unperturbed profile.
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The width of the spectra (FWHM) was determined by fitting a Lorentz curve

to the experimental points. The error in the width due to fitting a Lorentz

curve instead of a Voigt curve is small compared to the other experimental

errors, especially for the power-broadened line profiles. Figure 4 shows an

example of the fit of a Lorentz curve to the experimental points for a power-

broadened and an unperturbed line profile.

The wavelength scale was calibrated by measuring the free spectral range

of the interferometer.

Absolute spectral intensity calibration of the laser beam was obtained by

measuring the relative saturation parameter as well as the power, the spectral

width and the spatial distribution of the laser beam at the moment during the

pulse, where the spatially integrated power had its maximum valued The relative

saturation parameter was determined by attenuating the laser beam with calibra-

ted neutral-density filters until the fluorescence signal dropped to half its

saturation value. An 02~lean flame was used to diminish depletion of Na-atotns

by collisional ionization.

According to calculations of Van de Wijngaart [13] a correction of a factor

of 0.7 was applied in the determination of the value of the saturation parameter

to account for the distortion of the saturation curve by the depletion of Na-

atoms, due to laser-enhanced formation of HaH and NaOH by chemical reactions of

the saturated Na-atnms with Hg and H2O.

A second correction was applied to account for the distortion of the satu-

ration curve due to the spatial inhomogeneity of the laser irradiance. To deter-

mine the value of this correction factor we calculated a distorted saturation

curve by integrating the local fluorescence over the flame area that was seen by

the detection apparatus and we compared the saturation parameter of the dis-

torted curve with the saturation parameter of the curve pertaining to uniform

irradiation. In our calculation we used the experimental values for the widths

of the spatial Lorentz profiles. The effectively observed flame region was re-

presented by a cylinder in the direction of observation with a radius of 0.025

cm (determined by the radius of the pinhole behind the Fabry-Pérot interfero-

meter) and an axis of 0.8 cm (determined by the width of the flame). In our case

the correction factor was found to have a value of 10+2.

By comparing the corrected relative saturation parameter with the theoreti-

cal value it was possible to determine the axial value of the absolute spectral

volume density of the laser beam at the selected moment during the pulse. Combi-

ning this value with measurements of the time-variation of the power, of the
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Fig. 5. The spectral width (FWHM) of the D2-line in fluorescence as a function of the Na-aonoentration. The slope
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spectral width and of the spatial distribution of the laser beam we determined

the peak value of the absolute spectral volume density as a function of time

during the pulse.

The error in the calibration of the spectral volume density was estimated

to be 25%, due to inaccuracies in the determination of the correction factors.

The absolute value of the spectral volume density was experimentally

checked by measuring the total radiant energy in the laser pulse with an energy

meter. The peak value of the spectral volume density is then calculated from

p = Q/(AtScS\;), with Q = the total radiant energy per pulse, At = the time-

duration (FWHM) of the pulse, S = the effective cross-section of the laser beam

(= it2ab/4 with a and b the widths of the spatial Lorentz profiles along the

principal axes of the ellipse), 5v = the spectral width of the laser pulse and

c the velocity of light. The axial value of the spectral volume density deter-

mined in this way agreed with the former one within an error of 10%.

4. Experimental results

In order to avoid possible self-absorption effects [14] we first measured the

non-power-broadened width of the Na-D lines in fluorescence with a weak irra-

diation source for a number of Na-concentrations in our flame. During these

measurements the Na-atoms were excited by a low-pressure discharge lamp filled

with Na-vapour. Tie part of the flame that was seen by the detection apparatus

was uniformly illuminated by the discharge lamp.

Figure 5 shows the results as a function of the Na-concentration in the

solution that was nebulized into the flame. At a concentration of 10 ppm the

linewidth of the D2~line in fluorescence was 89±2 mA (7.7+0.2 GHz). According

to measurements of Jongerius et al. [15] the ratio of the non-power-broadened

linewidths of the Na-D lines in our flame is 1.06. So we can expect a width of

94±2 mA (8.1+0.2 GHz) for the Dj-line in our flame. Measurements of the width

of the thermal emission line of the flame at large Na-concentrations of the

solution (the thermal emission at concentrations below 200 ppm was too small

to be analyzed) agreed within the experimental error of 10% with the corres-

ponding fluorescence measurements. All subsequent measurements with the pulsed

dye laser were performed at a concentration of 10 ppm in order to avoid a

significant extra broadening of the lines due to self-absorption.

Figure 6 shows the spectral width (FWHM) of the Na-D lines as a function

of time during the pulse at different laser peak intensities. In both cases
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the D2~line was excited by the resonant laser field. In the Table we collect the

experimental axial peak values of the spectral volume density of the laser beam

and the peak values of the width of the Na-D lines considered as a function of

time. The accidental error in the measured linewidths is estimated to be 5%. At

high irradiances a plateau is found in the linewidth of the Ü2~line while there

is a dip in the linewidth of the Dj-line as a function of time. The time

behaviour of the spatially integrated spectral volume density and of the axial

spectral volume density of the laser beam is shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 7a corresponds

Table. Peak values of

Dj-line

pv

J/(cm3Hz)

90xl0~17

50xl0~17

30xlO~17

15xlO~17

= 0

axial

width

mA

185

165

150

130

89

p and of the width of

D2-I]

P
V

J/(cm3Hz)

150X.0-!7

55X10"17

20xl0~17

5.0xl0"17

- 0

the Na-D lines.

.ne

width

mA

175

150

130

115

95

with the fluorescence measurements on the Dj-line, Fig. 7b with the fluorescence

measurements on the D2~line at very high spectral volume density (where the

plateau was found) and Fig. 7c with the other fluorescence measurements on the

The curves of the spatially integrated and of the axial spectral volume

density are normalized to the same peak value in Fig. 7a, b and c. The peak in

the axial spectral volume density is later in the pulse than the peak of the

spatially integrated spectral volume density.
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Figures 8 and 9 show a plot of the width of the Dj-line as a function of

the axial spectral volume density of the laser field at different moments in

the pulse. The solid lines represent the functions that are calculated from our

simplified model, including a correction to account for the inhomogeneity of the

laser irradiance in the observed flame region. The correction was calculated in

the same way as in the determination of the second correction factor for the

saturation parameter. As this correction depends on the instantaneous spatial

distribution of the laser beam, we calculated at each moment during the pulse a

different (corrected) curve.

The results of the measurements on the D2~line are given in the same way

in Figs. 10 and 11.

The experimental points in Figs. 8, 9, 10 and 11 correspond to 6 consecu-

tive series of linewidth measurements with the laser beam passing an attenuator

with a transmission factor of 100%, 60%, 33%, 18%, 9.5% and 6.1%, respectively.

5. Discussion

The existence of power broadening of the Na-D lines was established by the above

described measurements. Quantitative agreement with the predictions from our

theoretical model was found in the measurements on the Di-line in the range of

low laser irradiances (see Fig. 9). The deviations from the theoretical curves

at large laser iiradiances (see Fig. 8) can be explained as follows. For

spectral volume densities of the laser beam larger than 8*10~17 J/(cm3Hz) the

width of the broadened line profile would become larger than the bandwidth of

the spectral laser profile. In that case our simple asymptotic theory is no

longer valid and the general theory of Nienhuis [1] predicts a gradual splitting

of the line into three components. As this will occur only in a part (around the

beam axis) of the total observed flame volume, the spectral width of the compo-

site fluorescence will be difficult to predict.

Measurements on the D2~line showed a similar behaviour (see Fig. 10) at

large axial spectral volume densities as was found for the D^-line. At low

densities (see Fig. 11) however, a deviation of a factor 2 from the theoretical

predictions was found. We cannot explain this deviation.

At low laser irradiances calculations of the linewidth of the composite

fluorescence as a function of time during the pulse, based on the time behaviour

of the spatial distribution of the laser irradiance and of the axial spectral
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volume density (see Fig. 7), explain the difference in time between the peak

value of the measured linewidth and the peak value of the axial spectral line-

width (see Fijp. 6 and 7), At high laser irradiances, where the plateau and dip

in the linewidths occur, the width of the composite fluorescence cannot be calcu-

lated in the same way, because our simplified theory is no longer valid in that -

region.

Preliminary measurements on the Dz-line while the Dj-line was laser-excited,

also showed power broadening. For the same value of the axial spectral irradiance

and the same moment during the pulse the broadening of this line was smaller than

when"the D2~line was excited, as is predicted by theory.
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SAMENVATTING

Spectroscopie in het optisch gebied is een van de belangrijkste bronnen van ex-

perimentele informatie bij het bestuderen van de atoomfvsica. Het verloop van

de intensiteit van een spectraallijn als functie van de frequentie, het lijn-

profiel, bevat informatie over de fundamentele eigenschappen van het atoom. Be-

vindt het atoom zich in een stralingsveld en/of heeft het wisselwerking met

andere atomen of moleculen, dan is in het lijnprofiel eveneens informatie terug

te vinden over deze wisselwerkingen.

In de afgelopen 10 jaar is veel theoretisch werk verricht aan de beschrij-

ving van atomen in stralingsvelden, resonant of bijna resonant met een stralings-

overgang van het atoom. Bij excitatie van het atoom met een sterk monochromatisch

veld wordt een splitsing van de spectraallijn in drie componenten voorspeld.

Experimenteel is deze splitsing ook geverifieerd. Bij excitatie van het atoom

met een sterk, breedbandig stralingsveld wordt een verbreding van het lijn-

profiel verwacht. De experimenten, die in dit proefschrift worden beschreven

waren er op gericnt het bestaan van deze lijnverbreding experimenteel aan te

tonen.

In Hoofdstuk I beschouwen we het experiment in zijn fysische context. De

keuze van een vlam als deeltjesreservoir wordt in het kort gemotiveerd. Het doel

van het experiment wordt aangeduid, evenals de plaats van het experiment in de

vakgroep Atoom- en Molecuulfysica van de Rijksuniversiteit Utrecht.

In Hoofdstuk II geven we een algemene beschrijving van een nieuwe experi-

mentele opstelling en de meetmethode om spectrale informatie te verkrijgen uit

een groot aantal korte lichtpulsen. Daarnaast behandelen we de ijking van de

golflengte schaal.

In Hoofdstuk III presenteren we de metingen aan verzadiging van Na-fluores-

centie. Uit deze metingen kon een nieuwe experimentele waarde voor de verzadi-

gingsparameter bepaald worden. Voor het eerst stemde deze, binnen de meetfout,

overeen met de theoretische voorspelling. Onderzoek naar de invloed van de vlam-

gas samenstelling, in het bijzonder van de relatieve hoeveelheid vrije O2, op de

vorm van de verzadigingscurve wordt besproken. De noodzaak "om het gedetecteerde

vlamgedeelte zo homogeen mogelijk te bestralen wordt aangetoond.
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Hoofdstuk IV heeft als onderwerp de bepaling van het tiidsgedrag en

de spectrale eigenschappen van de laser bundel. Beide blijken af te hangen van

de concentratie van de dye-oplossing. Op grond van deze metingen kan een concen-

tratie bepaald worden, waarvoor de totale energie in de laser bundel zowel als

de tijdsduur van de puls een optimum bezitten.

In Hoofdstuk V tenslotte geven we de resultaten van het onderzoek naar

stralingsverbreding van de D-lijnen van natrium in een sterk breedbandig stra-

lingsveld. Voor het eerst is het bestaan van stralingsverbreding aangetoond.

Kwantitatief blijken de metingen in redelijke overeenstemming te zijn met voor-

spellingen van een vereenvoudigde theorie. We laten zien dat een gedetailleerde

analyse van de plaatsafhankelijkheid (in de tijd) van de fluorescentie noodzake-

lijk is om de experimentele resultaten in kwantitatieve zin met de theorie te

kunnen vergelijken. .--_- „: _:-_;_--
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